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The Bandwagon, written by Terence Frisby, was written in 1969 and first produced in 1970. It has 
many characteristics of situation comedies that were popular on the television at that time (ITVs “On 
the buses”, BBC’s “In sickness and health” (with Alf Garnett)). And as a result, I felt it lacked the 
dynamism and subtlety of a more modern show. The basic premise of this show was that three 
members of the same working class family fall pregnant at the same time and the youngest is 
expecting quintuplets. The plot safely avoids any debate about the moral issues of an unwedded 
teenager being pregnant and instead concentrates on how the media and money can influence people 
by offering out ridiculous sums of money to advertise the babies. Only then, when it is revealed that 
the mother is not married, that any moral issues are raised but again the writer never really discusses 
the issue nor does he use the fact as a catalyst. The play instead relies on the writer’s skill of tight 
dialogue between the characters and the conflicts presented by the social differences between the 
working class Botterill family and the supposedly superior media. 
 
Riverside Players performed an enjoyable presentation, keeping the show light, mainly keeping up a 
good pace and portrayed creditable, enjoyable but one dimensional characters. The script did not help 
cast or director who worked exceptionally hard to present the most out of an outdated script. 
 
 
JOHN WESSON (Mr Botterill) 
As the father figure, John produced a believable character of substance. His flat cap continuously 
worn, he reminded me of a cross between Alf Garnett and Andy Capp. Some of the lines were a little 
slow in delivery but on the whole, John performed an honest performance of Eric Botterill. 
  
 
VICKI ARNOLD (Mrs Botterill) 
The mother of the family was superbly played by Vicki Arnold. She has a lovely way of delivery lines 
with the right weight and emphasis, picking up the comedy superbly. There were some lovely 
moments – like the first moment you turned around from the sink to reveal your “bump”, and the 
superb delivery of the line “It will not change my life!”  
 
 
SAMANTHA SOMERVILLE (Lorraine Roach) 
Having seen Samantha in the chorus of the pantomime I suspected that she might be a comfortable 
performer and so it proved. She easily portrayed the eldest daughter of the Botterills. Samantha 
wonderfully delivered her lines with good emphasis and understanding, extracting some good comic 
timing. 
 
 
SIMON ARNOLD (Bernard Roach) 
A lovely controlled performance by Simon as the son-in-law of the older Botterills. The small “tash” 
certainly helped establish his characterisation. As I have seen on previous occasions, Simon has 
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wonderful comic timing and this performance was no exception. There was a believable chemistry 
between his on stage wife and other members of his “family”. Well done. 
 
 
WARREN DAVIS (Leslie Botterill) 
As the beatnik son, Warren certainly looked the part. I was unable to establish if the hair was real or a 
wig, but either way, it looked excellent! I understand that you took the part rather last minute which is a 
compliment on how well you did because you did not seem in anyway under-rehearsed. I did feel that 
some of your lines were delivered a little rushed and flat that meant the audience struggled to 
understand what was being said and some of your comic lines were also lost.  
 
 
LORNA COTRILL (Aurora Botterill) 
I thought Lorna was outstanding as the youngest mother-to-be. She really got under the skin of this 
character and produced a very skilful performance. I understand that in a years time she will be 
leaving for life at a university – I hope that she is studying theatre because if this young lady is this 
talented now, just imagine what she will be like after three years at university! 
  
 
ALAN PAYNE (Piers Camp) 
Alan performed his role with assured confidence. He produced a convincing performance and his 
interaction with other characters was very good – especially with the relationship with Winifred. Alan 
has good manner of delivery that means we always hear what he says very clearly. Well done. 
 
 
JILL DADY (Winifred Godd) 
This is another nice character part, the journalist looking for a story. And even manages to exaggerate 
the story beyond the truth. I did wish there was something more to your character within the plot – I felt 
that there was “something” between Winifred and Piers although this was never clearly explained (at 
least, not to me) and I would have loved a scene with just the two of you!  
  
 
AMIE MACURA (Rachel Digby) 
A nice character part! And you certainly looked like the “no-nonsense lawyer”. You commanded the 
stage with authority that this part required. Amie produced some lovely facial expressions that added 
to the humour or to add a point to her line. Well done on a lovely performance! 
 
 
CAMERAMEN & TECHNICIANS (ALEX TAGGART, JENNY BENNETT, ROGER BLACKMAN, 
DAVID ALLEN, RICHARD WALEY, FRANCIS BATT & NICOLE LENNOX WILLIAMSON) 
Each actor delivered a very solid characterisation for their roles. NICOLE superbly acted throughout 
the scene in her hub – having very few lines but she acted every moment – fiddling and adjusting her 
dials. ALEX delivered a very honest performance as the cameraman – even more effective when we 
were treated to a “live” feed! DAVID delivered a lovely performance as the over-worked and put upon 
floor manager Eric. RICHARD gave a wonderful camp performance of the director, Tony. 
 
 
Director (KAY SMITH & MARK HASTINGS)  
Kay and Mark produced some lovely moments in bringing this play to life. The play could be very static 
but they introduced good movement and carefully ensured that nothing was missed by people 
standing or sitting in the wrong place. The pace was mainly kept going although occasionally it was 
stalled by a couple of unfortunate prompts. The casting was spot on, with everyone fitting well with the 
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characters. At one point there were sixteen people involved, but it was so well directed and executed 
that the moves seemed seamless. 
 
I loved the use of the projection that added to the show and help set the scenes. The opening 
sequence of showing Carry on Camping, concord, Woodstock, Vietnam, John & Oko Lennon’s “Love 
In” – all help set the period. The family’s London shopping spree photos were in particular very 
amusing. Added with the Beatles songs between scene changed, the show definitely “felt” like 1969. 
 
 
Stage management (JONATHAN STACEY) & crew  
The stage was very well run with smooth and quiet scene changes. 
 
 
Set 
Once again the set designers have come up trumps by providing an authentic 60’s high story 
apartment. It certainly looked of the period, well dressed with products of the era (OMO soap powders, 
for instance) – even the flying birds appearing on one of the walls. The outside broadcasting hut for 
the BBC down stage left was exceptionally well constructed. The quick change to the outside of the 
church, complete with a painted backdrop of a street added to the production. 
 
 
Lighting design & operation (ROGER LEWISTON & ELLIE WELCH)  
The lighting design and performance was competently produced. The spot lighting was effectively and 
imaginatively set for the monologues and worked very well indeed. 
 
   
Sound design & operation (MARK HASTINGS)  
The sound effects were well designed and were cued in on time. Particularly the busy opening 
sequence when we heard the children playing each time the door was opened. The volume for the 
sound was spot on – at the appropriate level for each effect. I do wonder at the use of mikes for the 
cast. There was nothing wrong in their design or operation, both excellent as it took me a while to 
appreciate that the cast were wearing lapel mikes rather than their voices being enhanced by 
overhead mikes. The reason I raise this is because I felt everyone on stage could have spoken out 
without any problem. This is just a personal point of view and in no way detracted from the quality of 
the sound or the production. 
 
 
Costumes (KAY SMITH, JOHN WESSON & THE CAST) 
There were some very good costumes and I am sure everyone had some fun trying to find the 
appropriate clothes for the period. Lorraine’s dress looked very much of the period, as was Leslie’s.  
 
 
PROPERTIES (MEMBERS OF THE CAST) 
Those involved can be congratulated in finding/making/producing a number of authentic looking props 
from the late 1960s. It helped set the period of the piece. 
 
  
Front of house  
Once again the front of house team was friendly without being too intrusive.  
 
 
Programme  
The free six page colour programme provided all the necessary information for the production. 
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Although I was not keen on the script, I once again enjoyed watching a very talented set of individuals 
produce another great production and look forward to their pantomime, Treasure Island, in December.  
 
 
 
 
Gordon Bird 
NODA representative 
London Region, District 14 


